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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s t for camp….

Repairman gets stuck in a ATM machine
Bank of America, Texas. A repairman got stuck in an atm machine for
two hours. After hopeless attempts to escape he started pushing notes to
people to make them know that he was stuck and to get him help. One of the
notes said “Please help. I'm stuck in here, and I don’t have my phone please
call my boss.” The customers thought the notes were a joke. When The police
nally came to rescue him they could hear his voice but not that loud. They
had to kick the down a door to get him out. -Sylvie Sacks

Review of the Divergent Trilogy
I’m sure you’ve heard about Divergent, a very successful dystopian book
trilogy, written by Veronica Roth a few years ago. The series has now been turned into
movies. The books take place in a future Chicago, where society is split into 5 di ferent
factions: Abnegation (the sel less), Erudite (the intelligent), Dauntless (the bold),
Amity (the peaceful), and Candor (the honest). The main character, Tris, who was
born into Abnegation, needs to pick a faction (a group, or community), and in order to
do so, she must take a simulation test, determining which group she belongs in. But
when Tris takes the simulation, she discovers she di ferent. A di ference that could
lead to her death. She Divergent.
Divergent is the rst and by far the best book of the series. But the second
and third, Insurgent and Allegiant, are lacking of plot. They contain loads of suspense,
but many things are unclear by the end of Allegiant. The book reveals many answers,
but I still felt kind of unsatis ed when I nished it. The plot isn’t fully developed.
However, If you start reading Divergent, you might want to nish the series just to
answer some of the questions you’ve had. But other than that reason, I don’t
recommend wasting your time on the last two books.
Divergent is suspenseful and gripping, with lots of violence, drama, and
even a bit of romance (gross). It’s a lot like The Hunger Games, except a bit more gory,
so I don’t recommend anyone under the age of twelve reading it, and even if you’re 12
or 13, you should probably ask your parent’s permission before you dip into it. But
once you have, go ahead and get sucked into a world of excitement, gripping
characters, guns, and more guns!
By Tobias Jehn

Tomorrow is...C.I.T APPRECIATION DAY!
It’s our chance to thank our Counselors In Training
for all their hard work! Feel free to bring in tokens of
appreciation (like hand-made cards) but remember,
no nuts at camp!
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Goldfish. That is all that took Celin to jail. I
mean, goldfish. Seriously? A few little snack
crackers are not enough to make someone
guilty. So if you believe that Celin was
unfairly accused of her crimes, if you
support “Free Celin”, join me in the lobby at
Festival Period on Monday to march.
Info:
●
Please bring your own sign, but if
you don’t have one, that’s fine.
●
We will wait ten minutes and then
the Goldfish Revolution will take
over CAAP!
●
It will start in the lobby and then
proceed upstairs and along the
third floor hallway. Then, we will
continue upstairs and do the same
thing on the fourth floor. We will
come back to the second floor and
go downstairs to the gym. We will
end back in the lobby.
●
It may or may not take all of
Festival period.
THE GOLDFISH REVOLUTION IS ENDORSED BY
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
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Fun Facts About Caap
Today we are writing about fun facts about CAAP.
Did you know…
-Caap started in 1981 and at the time there was only 86
campers.
-In 2008 CAAP was held at Hellenic College but still used
the park school pool.
-Karter Karter used a hot plate to do a cooking show
during the noontime shows.
-PBS Kids came one year to film noontime show.
-They used to have a dark room at CAAP with chemicals
for developing photos.
-One year CAAP had a gardening class.
-One year CAAP had a graffiti class.
-One year at CAAP there was a mops and mandalas class.
- Brought to you by the Fact-ers!

SUP Boards

Have you ever heard of SUP boards or paddleboards? These
are the same; surfboard-like things that you stand on and
paddle to move forward. Usually these are just used to
paddle around and get exercise. Now, though, there is
something new. People are doing yoga on SUP boards, earning
the name ‘SUP yoga.‛ This is just what it sounds like. You do
your downward dog and sun salutations on paddleboard
floating on the water. It‛s purpose is to really relax you and
to help you “be at one with the environment around you”
(Kat Harding, yoga teacher). A few health benefits are that
it increases breath control and focus, and it activates new
muscles. I have never tried SUP yoga. I‛ve learned this from
articles and people I know who have tried it. Places you can
go for it in and around Boston are SUP Yoga, SUP East Coast
Style, and Community Boating.

HERBERT THE HEDGEHOG PART 14
When Herbert came outside, he told Helena to be very
quiet. “Mom’s sleeping,” he told her in a whisper voice. “Sorry
about that, I just… need to talk to you alone for a while,” he
said, pulling Helena closer. “All our siblings are gone.”
Helena gasped. “Where’d they go? Why? How? What”
“Helena, they went after us. Mother didn’t want them to
go, but in the middle of the night all of them snuck away. By
morning they were too far away to go searching for them. Now
they’re out there alone with no idea how to survive.”
“Well, I do have to remind you that we also had no idea
how to survive, and yet we made it back here.”
“But Helena, don’t you see? They’re not going to come
back until they find us. And they’re not going to find us, because
we’re here. If we ever want them to come back, there’s no
choice but for us to go out again.” Herbert stared at her glumly.
Helena didn’t say anything. Finally she sighed. “Oh,
Herbert,” she said. “I guess you’re right.”
TO BE CONTINUED…
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The real random column
Hello fellow caapetens. Today i will write about two
things i found in my folder. First, “Do you do a good
job?” Second, “Write a haiku.” I will do both. First of
all, i think i am a pretty good writer. Now i will write
a haiku.
A milkman’s haiku
For the bestest of the best
But the worst of all
Now goodbye bye for now and have a good day.
Tips To Being an Alien:
My dear readers, I’m not sure if you understood my
Tips To Being A Great Cook article, but I was serious
when I asked for more realistic suggestions. Then
again, I don’t have any other suggestions so here I
go with Tips To Being An Alien.
1) First think: “Why do I want to be an alien?”
“Was my answer to that question realistic?”
“Is dressing myself as an alien something
that I might regret later in life?” If so,
maybe, don’t dress like an alien?
2) Now that you understand the risks of becoming
an alien, it’s time to become an alien. Now
you may not know which way to go. Their is
real alien and fake alien.

Fake alien: Step one, party city. Step two,
ask an employee for directions to an alien
costume. Step three, buy the costume and some
green makeup. Step four, apply makeup. Step
five, wear costume. Step six, speak in an odd
voice. You are now officially a fake alien.

Real alien: This is a hard process that will
take time. The first step is finding Garen
The Great. He is most commonly found on the
top of Chichen Itza, summoning the Mayan sun
gods. Next step is sacrificing yourself to
Erwing The God Of Extraterrestrial Beings.
Garen will lead you through the standard
procedure and you will be reincarnated as an
alien from the planet Erwing 986732.
And that’s it! That’s how to be an alien! Want a tip
or two with your life? You can put it in my folder
outside of the OTT room. Tips to being ___.
Sincerely,
A tips expert.

Why “Waitress” Can Be Confusing
For those of us who love Broadway musicals I am here to write about how
Waitress was confusing to me and many of my friends. Just a disclaimer
to someone who didn’t have this problem this article might seem a little
nitpicky. The story is about a girl who loves to bake. Her one passion is
cooking and creating pies. She comes up with all different types of recipes
that she serves to her customers every day. Every day, there’s a new pie.
One question that came up was, “Do waitresses do the cooking?” As I
mentioned the musical is called ‘Waitress” but is about a girl who loves to
be in the kitchen! Well usually waitresses don’t work in the kitchen but
another point to bring up is that in smaller diners people can switch off in
jobs. But it’s still odd that a story about a girl that loves to bake is called
“Waitress.” - Anonymou
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Tag
Salutations! I am Sally Jamrog and I have been tagged by Jacob Duarte‐Perlovski. I am twelve years old and have attended CAAP for
around roughly six years, I take Girls Rock Band first period, Groove School second, Theatrical Lighting and Sound third, Clay for all
Ages in fifth, and Crazy Creatures in sixth. I have two brothers, Colin and Peter. Colin is in his twenties and attends college in
Washington D.C. and Peter is seven and goes to school at Thacher Montessori School in Milton with me. Peter goes to CAAP also, you
may know him as the little boy who plays cello with Folk Band. Now I will get on with my favorites and least favorites. My favorite
color is grey and my least favorite is hot pink. My favorite class at CAAP is Theatrical Lighting and Sound and I don’t have a least
favorite class :). My favorite subject is math/geometry and my least favorite is geography. Enough about me, let us hear about
someone else! I tag Peter Jamrog:)

Today’s Noon me Show was a news channel based show hosted by Jenny, Zach and Lizzy. Between each segment they showed their newscast. To
start oﬀ the show was a special message from Video Arts about C.I.T apprecia on day. Secondly, Musical Theater Jazz performed a dance to “Seize
The Day” a song from the musical Newsies. The dance included rolls of newspapers for props. A er that Betsy and Bradley sang a piano song called
“These Four Walls” by Li le MIx. The song was so amazing it received a standing ova on. Next That’s So Sketchy performed a skit of their crea on
of the show The Real Housewives of C.I.T’s. During the performance campers from the class dressed like diﬀerent C.I.T’s and said a funny quote
similar to what one C.I.T might say. This was a hilarious skit! Following that, the screen came down for a short video of Soapstone classes period one
and two. These photos were taken by Grant. A‐Caap‐ella then performed the song “Can’t Stop The Feeling” by Jus n Timberlake. The voices in that
class are outstanding! Lastly Broadway Babies performed a dance to a medley of songs from the musical “Hairspray.” This was also a lovely
performance that got a standing ova on. Broadway Babies was a great way to end the show.

Crossword: Even More States by Capital
1.
3.
5.
8.
9.
14.
15.
16.

Across
Charleston
Raleigh
Providence
Pierre
Trenton
Bismarck
Oklahoma City
Concord

Down
2. Nashville
4. Carson City
6. Harrisburg
7. Cheyenne
10. Madison
11. Columbia
12. Olympia
13. Santa Fe
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Environment Requirement: Health

Hello Caapers,
Welcome to my third addition of Environment Requirement. Before
we start, just a heads up I will try to crank out three more articles
before Camp ends so be aware of incoming articles.
ANYWAY! Today’s article will be about Climate Change’s e fect
on our health. Health and climate is one of the most debated topic
out there, because it is usually the place where skeptics end up in a
argument about climate. Because, the fact being, most people don’t
actually know what Climate Change does to us as humans. The
answer is pretty surprising.
Let’s rst start with Natural disasters and Flooding.
This is probably the most well known fact about E fects of
Climate Change but there are some smaller branches of this problem
most people don’t know. A health and climate article from WHO
(world health organization) states that Natural Disasters rates have
TRIPLED since the 1960s when most of the world started burning
fossil fuels and factory farming began. This is mainly because the
rising temperatures cause more hot - cool wind collisions in the sky
which forms these disasters and switch around weather patterns.
Every year, these disasters result in more than 60,000 deaths hitting
countries like Bangladesh where their developing atmosphere leaves
high vulnerability to strong storms - To add on to this topic, as water
levels rise looding will be more constant; with more than half of the
world living near the ocean it will be living destruction. To quote the
World Health Organization “Floods contaminate freshwater
supplies, heighten the risk of water-borne diseases, and create
breeding grounds for disease-carrying insects such as mosquitoes.”
Well, this article is pretty depressing :-/. any - WHO! Let’s get
onto the next topic in this vast ocean of sadness and sickness :’(
Disease! As you may know already, there are hundreds of heat driven
diseases in our world today. While most of these only exist in hot
climates such as africa or the equator, the rising temperatures from
Climate Change is quickly spreading this so other countries and
regions. Diseases such as Malaria and a disease called
schistosomiasis have increased in infectivity from heat as snails and
cold blooded animals have taken them into their systems. Some of
them aren’t even diseases! In Europe, for example, a MASSIVE heat
wave hit in 2003 leaving more than 70,000 deaths in it’s wake.
Scientists stated that there had been a massive heat jump due to the
excessive greenhouse gas release in recent years. Sadly WHO says:
“climate change is expected to cause approximately 155,000
additional deaths per year between 2030 and 2050; 38 000 due to heat
exposure in elderly people, 48 000 due to diarrhoea, and 60 000 due
to malaria.” This statement doesn’t even mention the huge loss of
human life from mass resource and economic loss.
Well… We know what could happen. But who would it a fect? All
the world is being a fected by this in one way or another. For
example, it is said that Hurricane Katrina, a hurricane that caused
100 billion dollars in damage and a HUGE loss of life was caused by
climate change (although that is still being debated). But climate
change a fects other countries more than others. Developing
countries, for example, usually do not have enough money to repair
damage from a super storm or natural disaster while a country like
the UK does. Or, a country like Bangladesh, where the water level is
so low, even a simple rainstorm can lood the entire coast. So while
we may not be a fected right here RIGHT NOW by climate change, it
is good to raise awareness before it is too late… That’s all for today.
Peace Caap members,
Tim Cole-French OTT Editor’s Desk

Classroom Spies

7/20/17

: Knit Around Town!

Hey! Do you know the class Knit Around Town from 1st
period? They were just in the noontime show! When they first
walk into class they start to knit. They listen to music and tell
stories while knitting. The class is working on a chair made out
of yarn and stuffing. Also campers are working on breaking the
record for the longest finger knitting. How they are doing this is
each camper is finger knitting and at the end they will combine
all of the finger knitting. Thank you! The Classroom Spies

THE PET WIZARD
Hello! Today I’m using a more “official” font. I don’t know why. So
anyway, I only have one question. It is…”Shoul peopl kee cat
insid o le the ou ?” It’s safer to keep them inside, especially
if you live near or on a busy street. If you live on a dead end or a one
way street and you live in a non-busy area, then you may consider
letting your cat outside. Todays hashtag is #busy-street.
-The Pet Wizard
Dear readers,
Today I got a letter it said “I love your column! If you wrote a book, what
would it be about?” Well, first of all, thank you. Second of all the book
would ether be about a girl that got trapped in her dreams or a book, and
has magical adventures. Finally she escapes her dreams but she’s too far
in the future and needs the help of her fairy friends to set things right. If I
actually wrote that book would you read it? Let me know in my folder.
Love,
Hannah
Interview with Caroline Eck
Q. What school do you go to?
A Concord Academy.
Q. Were you a camper before you were a C.I.T?
A.Yes I was.
Q. What classes do you help with?
A. First, Contemporary, Second, Hip Hop Fusion, Third, Make Up, Fifth
Modern 1, and Sixth Playing with your Food.
Q. What’s your favorite day at CAAP?
A. C.I.T Appreciation day, by far.
Q. What is the hardest thing about your job as a C.I.T?
A. Keeping my energy up.
Q. What is your favorite thing about being a C.I.T?
A.That’s a hard question… to see my campers perform.
Q. What are you doing for the rest of you summer?
A. Writing college applications and seeing family.
By Maya Freifeld and Liana Min (Liana only typed)
The Riddle Column
Hey,The answer to yesterday is: A piano.
Today’s riddle is: What has a thumb and four fingers but is not
alive?
Today I will give you all of Friday to figure out today’s riddle and I will
not write a riddle on Friday.:)
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Mad Jack
John Malcolm Thorpe Fleming Churchill, nicknamed “Mad
Jack” was a soldier in WW2. Well what was so special about
this dude? He didn‛t use guns, he used a Scottish
broadsword and a bow and arrow. Jack worked as an editor,
a model, and a movie extra appearing in the movie, The
Thief Of Baghdad. He competed in archery for the British
during the World Championship in 1939. Jack had already
been in the war with his trusty sword, and after 10 years of
service he went back home. But at the beginning of WW2 he
went back into the army. By May, 1940, Jack was a second in
command infantry officer. He defended his out-dated
equipment saying “In my opinion….. Any officer without his
sword is improperly dressed”. His sword did serve him well
later in 1943 when his soldiers were not trained in line
fighting. So he lept into the Germans line and captured 42
soldiers because they thought he was a demon. He also
played bagpipes….. During the beginning of a battle. In 1944
he was knocked unconscious by a grenade and captured and
sent to a concentration camp. For some reason the Germans
thought he was a relative of Winston Churchill which was
not the case. So they interrogated him. Of course Jack did
not want to be in a concentration camp so he escaped via an
old drain but was recaptured and put into a camp in Austria.
In April, 1945, the lighting system failed and Jack took it as
a advantage and escaped. But the war was coming to an end
because of the bombs on Nagasaki and Hiroshima. For some
reason, Jack was unhappy to be missing out on the war. His
adventures didn‛t end there though as he became a
parachutist and died in 1966. R.I.P Mad Jack.
-Random Guy ;(

Intro to Seriously Anything:

Hey CAAP people! You might be wondering, what is Seriously Anything?
Seriously Anything is my new OTT column basically about anything. If you
have something you want me to write about, feel free to add any
suggestions to my folder outside the OTT room. You can be as specific
or as vague as you want. Hope you’re as excited as I am!
Seriously anything #1:
Our first suggestion is Pandas. Pandas are probably the cutest animal on
earth. My favorite type of Panda is the Giant Panda so here are some
fun facts about them:
- 99% of a Giant Panda’s diet is bamboo
- The average lifespan of a Panda in the wild is 20 years
- A newborn panda cub is about the size of a stick of butter
- Of all the members of the bear family, only sloth bears have
longer tails than pandas
- Anonymous
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Top ten most successful fast food restaurants
1.
McDonalds
2. Starbucks
3. Subway
4. Burger king
5. Wendy’s
6. Taco bell
7. Dunkin donuts
8. Chick-fil-a
9. Pizza hut
10. Panera bread
-MAYA FREIFELD

2 truth an

li 2

I went around to six different people and asked them to tell me
three things about themselves. Two of the thing will be true and
one will be a lie. Can you guess which is a lie?
1. Max Rubinstein

I have 3 cats

I have a twin

I love to build stuff
2. Laura Friedman

I live in Brookline

I have a brother

I have a sister
3. Catherine ColeFrench

I was born in Asia

I handfed a giraffe

I had two fish
4. Amya Naimi

I like green

I have a brother

I have been to Alaska
5. Sylvie Sacks

I am going to South Africa

I like dogs

My favorite color is blue
6. Korey Caron

I have met a lead in a Broadway Musical

I have been doing theater since I was seven

I’m half Puerto Rican
Answers will be shown in the last week of camp. By Elijah Rhyne

The Coolest Pools
1.

2.

3.

The Colonnade Boston Hotel, Huntington Hotel Ave,
Boston, MA 02116. It looks very relaxing and calm it also
looks like a really nice pool but it could be a bit bigger
Environmental Pools, Inc. 184 Riverneck Rd, Chelmsford,
MA 01824, Looks very nice and beautiful but it is just way
too small.
BCYF Mirabella Pool 475 Commercial Street, Boston, MA
02109, Looks really fun and BIG and AMAZING but… it
isn't that nice.
- Georgia Finkelstein
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The Worst Day of My Life
(reader be aware, some of this may or may not be exaggerated)
Hi readers, today I am going to tell you about the
worst day of my life (but you probably already Know
that because of the title). It started out just like any
other Sunday. I went to church in a dress with long
sleeves, and just my luck something happened with the
air conditioning. it didn’t work, so I was boiling hot
because it was 90 degrees outside. Now you might be
thinking, why did you wear long sleeves anyways if it
was so hot outside? I’ll tell you why, It is ALWAYS
cold there so I wear long sleeves in the summer
whenever I go to church. Next we ran out of good food
at home because we hadn’t gone to the grocery store .
So my dad made a egg, bacon, and lettuce sandwich. It
was the most DISGUSTING thing I have EVER tasted! I
mean, who makes a sandwich out of THOSE ingredients!
Next, we had to go to a Brazilian Party because it was
my mom's friend's birthday party. I can’t really speak
portuguese even though my parents do, So I had no one
to talk to except for my parents, and I didn’t really
want to do that. Next I sat down on the couch and my
dad got mad at me because I “got the couch messed up”
when I just Sat down! Later, my parents promised to
take me out for ice cream, and they did, but before that
I had to stay a little longer and eat the cake. What’s
wrong with getting to eat cake, you might ask? well
I’ll tell you, The cake had nuts, and guess what! I’m
allergic to them. luckily they were tree nuts and I am
not as allergic to them so I was fine. but we left
about ten minutes later. Well, that’s about it campers.
Worst day of my life. Whenever you’ve been having a bad
day, just read about my misery to make you feel better.
Hope you enjoyed it!
- Gabriella Neves
12 Things to do when you do not know what to write!!!!!!!!!
1: Go to your teacher and say, “I don’t know what to write!” (I do that
a lot)
2: Do a Mad-Libs!!!!!!!!
3: Play a game and think about what to write.
4: Type randomly until you figure out what to write.
Bihguhju9usdi (example)
5: Go to the writers block (if you don't have one this will not help)
6: Look online to see what you want to write.
7: Read a book about something.
8: Ask classmates or friends for help.
9: Read a newspaper.
10: Write an essay about things to do when you don’t know what to
write.
11: THINK:
12:Read a newspaper
Then write!!!! :) :) :)
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The question for today’s column is…
Which CIT are you?
1. What is your favorite color?
A: Green
B: Red
C: Black
D: Blue
E: Grey
2. What is your favorite animal?
A: Cheetah
B: Lemur
C: Dog
D: I don’t have one
E: Dolphin
3. Who is your favorite music artist?
A: Chance the Rapper
B: Stevie Wonder
C: Kanye
D: Michael Jackson
E: Queen
4. Where would you go on vacation?
A: Greece
B: Florida
C: the Beach
D: France
E: New York City
5. What is your favorite sport?
A: Football
B: Ultimate Frisbee
C: Boxing
D: Basketball
E: Skiing
Answers:
If you got mostly A’s your a Sarah
If you got mostly B’s your a Raffie
If you got mostly C’s your a Caroline
If you got mostly D’s your a Wessely
If you got mostly E’s your a Zach L.
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